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Reach Out and grab your visitors Eyeballs with these..... 87 Stunning Minisite and Video Squeeze

Templates From the Desk of : Craig Kaiser I've just released a brand new minisites and squeeze video

templates package, designed to solve that aggravating problem of creating a great looking minisite or

sales page, or video squeeze page, without all the graphic design headaches. Introducing... Template

Mania! vol. 1 These minisite and squeeze video templates are designed to be easy to edit, great looking

and help you get a professional looking page up and running in no time. In these times of financial

uncertainty, you need an edge. Why shell out big bucks for graphic design for a minisite or a squeeze

video page, when I've done the work for you already? All you need to do is easy editing and - wham!

You've got a brand spanking new, great looking minisite, sales page or squeeze video page! Sounds

great doesn't it? But hey, you want to know what's in this package, right? So let's dig in... Here's What

You Get in This Package... * Template Set #1 : 7 Template Themes (including Blanks) in 6 Colors - 42

Total Templates!. * Template Set #2 : 1 Simple Template Design in 5 Colors - Total of 5 Simple

Templates. * Blank Header and Footers in .jpg and .png formats, for easy editing in your favorite graphics

editor! * Video Squeeze Templates Set #1 : 4 Themes - Free Gift, Free Membership, Free Report and

Free Video - in 5 Colors - Total of 20 Video Squeeze Templates! * Video Squeeze Templates Set #2 :

Same as set #1, except the corner graphic displays different text - Total of 20 Video Squeeze Templates!

* Master Template Graphics for all the Video Squeeze Templates, in .png format - so you can add your

own graphics to them - slice them as you need, to truly customize the templates for your use! * PLUS - A

couple of cool bonuses! (more about the bonuses later). That's 87 Stunning Templates, Plus Blank

Graphics and .png Masters of the Video Squeeze Templates and a Cool Bonus Package Too! First, the

minisite templates. These templates are color themed, with coordinated, matching headers and footers,

color coordinated testimonial box, checkmark bullets and Add To Cart button. I've also pre-formatted the

text content with a sales page format using dummy text. Easy to Edit I've made it easy to customize these

templates. Don't want those graphic elements on those templates? Well, I've provided you with blank

versions of all the minisite templates too, so you can edit the header and footer and put html text in them.
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This blank template version retains the nice "vapor trail" effect I used in the header graphic. The header

graphic is in the background so you can put any html text there. This blank version is like the first, but

without any special graphic effect. The same easy editing applies here too. Want to Make Your Own

Custom Graphic Titles in the Header and Footer? I've made that Super Easy too!. I've included blank .jpg

and .png headers and footers for all the templates, so you can pop them into your favorite graphic editing

program, design a cool looking title, and save the graphic into the "images folder", (or whatever folder

you've named that contains your images), and SHAZZAM!! A cool, personalized header or footer. This

package would be a steal at the price I'm offering this for already, but... Hold On There, Partner! I've Got

Even More For You! Video is an amazingly effective tool in Internet Marketing. So much so, that a lot of

marketers are using video in their Squeeze Pages. So I thought, "What they need are highly professionl,

unique, great looking Video Squeeze Templates!" So, guess what I did? Yep........ I've Included 40,

Unique, Professionally Designed Video Squeeze Page Templates Yep. 40 of 'em! There are 4 basic

themes. Free Gift, Free Membership, Free Report, and Free Video. Uniquely designed, they contain a

text area in which you can add unlimited text, without changing the size of the template at all. Cool. They

come in 5 different color schemes. There are 2 sets of these templates, which are identical, except each

set has a corner graphic that displays different text. You can put in as much text as you want. Make your

message as long as you need to. Once you place more text there than the box can hold, a scrollbar

appears, so your visitor just uses the scroll bar to scroll through the text, like they would with a web page.

Nice, eh? Okay, now I've told what I'm offering here, so I won't hold you up any longer. Bottom line : You

get a bushel basket of high quality, professionally designed Minisite and Video Squeeze Templates. You

also get blank headers and footers in .jpg and .png formats, and you get .png masters for all the Video

Squeeze Templates. That's 87 Templates, plus everything else! Now, you know, and I know, that you'd

pay a pretty penny to get templates like these designed by a professional graphics designer (these were,

by the way), so I won't dwell on that subject here. We both also know that we're in a world-wide recession

right now, and many people are pinching pennies in their business. We all need to pitch in and help each

other out, so with that in mind...... I'm Going To Save You Some of Your Hard Earned Money! Why pay

hundreds of dollars for professionally designed templates like these, when I've done all the "Dirty Work"

for you? Grab this entire package for peanuts, right now! Get this huge Templates Mania! package, for a

limited time, for only............ Hey, Wait A Minute!! I want to make this a real Recession Buster package.



Like I said, we all need to help each other out, so I'm going to toss in some cool bonuses! How About

Some More Cool Templates? Bonus #1 "6 Premium Video Skin Templates" Here's some cool, unique

video skin designs. You haven't seen skins like these! Themes are : Brick Wall , Director, Retro

Television, News Pod, Burnt Paper, Upod. Package comes with Master Resell Rights and......How About

a Neat Script? Easily Build Unlimited Auto-Updating Niche Video Clip Websites Using YouTube Videos!

Now you can cash in on the video craze by automatically compiling topic (niche) related video websites

that people will love with this cool script! This is the "Lite" version, and comes with Master Resell Rights.

You Can Grab This Complete Package Right Now for a Recession Busting Price of Only $4 Okay, pick

your jaw up off the floor and hit that order button, before I come to my senses! You don't want to miss out

on this great deal!! Remember, you get : 87 brand new, ready to use, professionally designed Templates,

along with blank .jpg and .png files and masters, plus the bonuses! Tanks for reading, Timm Miller

4-your-mind.com
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